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1- My brother won't come to her party for a host of reasons. ' A host of ' means.................. .
1. no

2. few

3. scarce

4. many

2- They have perceived a change in his behavior. 'Perceived' means.............. .
1. noticed

2. ignored

3. forgotten

4. removed

3- Close friends and classmates can certainly exert an influence on each other's.................. .
1. behave

2. behaves

3. behavior

4. behaved

4- Although over a lifetime society's patterns change, the change is gradual and.................. .
1. major

2. minor

3. huge

4. extreme

5- Newspapers, periodicals and the news sections of radio and TV are called................. .
1. buletin

2. letters

3. the press

4. magazines

6- The court condemned the...................for his illegal actions.
1. crime

2. crimes

3. criminal

4. criminally

7- Society is usually the most important, since it affects every social organization within it. 'Since'

means............. .
1. when

2. because

3. before

4. after

3. happiness

4. happily

8- After their marriage, they lived................ever after.
1. happy

2. happier

9- After so many car accidents, they eventually decided to build a bridge on the road. 'Eventually'

means.................. .
1. finally

2. lately

3. usually

4. casually

3. cooperative

4. cooperation

10- We should.....................police in decreasing crimes.
1. cooperate

2. cooperates

11- The political world, like the economic and social ones, can be understood only through using such

concepts as conflict, advantage, power, etc. 'Ones' refers to..................... .
1. power
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2. conflicts

3. concepts
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4. worlds
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12- The interactionists do not see society as something already developed, instead they believe

society is always in the process of..............., every time people interact.
1. created before

2. being created

3. created in advance

4. had been created

13- Interactionists insist that human society is not inhabited by bees and baboons but

by .....................who create a different kind of society from other animals.
1. birds

2. insects

3. human beings

4. elephants

14- It is important to..................children using appropriate methods.
1. educate

2. educates

3. education

4. educational

15- Society is the..................social organization to understand. For this reason, it is sometimes useful

to create models.
1. easiest

2. rarest

3. most unreal

4. most difficult

16- Generally we divide social patterns into three kinds: social structure, culture, and................... .
1. office

2. factors

3. institutions

4. companies

17- After ten years of................, I returned back to my family.
1. separate

2. separated

3. separation

4. separately

18- Rivers near chemical factories are usually.................... .
1. pollute

2. polluted

3. pollutes

4. pollution

19- Sociology.............us gain a better understanding of ourselves and our social world.
1. helps

2. hides

3. avoids

4. prevents

20- A myth is a popular but..............notion that may be used to perpetuate certain beliefs.
1. false

2. pass

3. pause

4. right

21- The science of cultivating the land is called.................. .
1. sociology

2. history

3. agriculture

4. literature

22- A new social class of industrialists emerged in textile, iron melting, and related industries.

'Emerged' means............. .
1. rejected
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2. appeared

3. disappeared
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4. destroyed
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23- The prevalent public opinion is in favor of the government policy. 'Prevalent' means................. .
1. tiny

2. limited

3. scarce

4. widespread

24- Like other sicial thinkers of his day, the German sosiologist George Simmel analysed the impact

of .................and urbanization on people's lives.
1. stimulation

2. destruction

3. unemployment

4. industrialization

25- After some years of struggle and challenge, they reached.......................... .
1. free

2. freedom

3. freed

4. freely

26- Conflict theorists see change as inevitable and constant. ' inevitable and constant'

means.................. .
1.   

2.     

3.    

4.    

27- Urbanization is the process in which an increasing proportion of population lives in cities rather

than in rural areas. 'Lives in cities rather than in rural areas' means.................. .
1.          !"

2. .   

3.       

4.         

" $%&

    !"

28- Durkheim concluded that anomic suicide is most likely to occur during a period of rapid social

changes. 'A period of rapid social changes' means.................... .
1.  $  & ' ( )

2. *  + ( ) $ 

3. * & ' ( ) $ 

4. ,-

& ' ( ) $ 

29- Marx Weber thought that economic systems are heavily influenced by other factors in a society.

'Are heavily influenced by other factors in a society' means.................. .
1.

. /0'  ' 1& - 2 3 , 

3. . /0'  ' 1& 2 3 ( /"

2.

. /0'  ' 1& 2 3 , 

4. . /0'  ' 1& - 2 3 ( /"

30- Sociology provides a rich conceptual framework that can serve as foundation for flrxible career

development.
1. 4  5  67 * 8-

2. 9 : 6; ; 8-

3.     <0 =: 8-

4. <0 : * 8-
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